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Abstract
Delay and/or Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN) is a novel communication
prototype that can span across multiple networks and deal with unpredicted conditions in
the Internet model. Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) are delay tolerant networks with
hand held devices. Nodes in a PSN make use of a store-carry-and-forward paradigm to
communicate along with themselves. The routing protocols performances that have been
developed for DTN based on the movement pattern of the nodes. We propose a Human
Mobility based Spray & Wait Routing protocol (HMSaW). This protocol makes use of
truncated power law distribution of pause time and flight length of human mobility to
smartly forward data in DTN and PSN. Simulation results show that the proposed
HMSaW shows better delivery ratio and the communication overhead, with marginal
reduction in average delay compared to existing PROPHET and Spray & Wait Routing
protocol.
Keywords: Pocket Switched Network, Delay Tolerant Networks, Routing Protocols,
Human Mobility, TLW model

1. Introduction
Usually, in traditional networks, like the Internet, there exists a fully connected path
among any pair of nodes at any time. However, in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) nodes
may be partitioned into two disconnected subsets when directly connected path is
supposed to be broken as the movement or failure of some nodes. Hence, the data
transmission requirements cannot be satisfied by traditional routing networks/schemes.
Hence the critical and challenging issue for DTN is how to efficiently route data. DTN
guarantee to facilitate communication between “challenged” networks [1,2], which covers
in space networks, under-water networks, military networks ,sensor networks, mobile adhoc networks, vehicular networks, inter-planetary networks [3], and low cost networks.
The basic scheme of networks is to reach information of any form, from source to
sink/destination. For any given time interval, in DTN wireless network, the inter
connectivity of the network is sustained by each other nodes when they encounter within
transmission ranges. A message inside the buffer of nodes stores until an appropriate
communication opportunity arises. Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) [9] scenario is
similar to DTN, where data has to be communicated with hand held devices such as cell
phones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains popular routing
protocols in DTN; Section 3 for System model, Section 4 and 5 provides information of
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proposed novel protocol algorithm, simulation done in Section 6 and draws a conclusion
in Section 7.

2. Routing Protocol in DTN
In DTN, due to high delay and intermittent disconnection in these networks, it won’t
assure that fully connected path exist between source and destination. A number of
solutions have been proposed to tackle in routing of DTNs. Routing protocols plays a
major role to deliver messages between two communicating nodes. Epidemic Routing [4]
is the routing schemes, used the store, carry and forward paradigm. Although, Epidemic
Routing (ER) accomplish delivery of 100% messages, but it has limitation not to reduce
replication. Also achieve high delivery rate at the cost of the network resource utilization,
such as occupy buffer space and transmission bandwidth. But in congested traffic
network, performance of ER (Epidemic Routing) will get worse. Hence to reduce the
overhead of flooding and improve ER’s performance, numerous schemes have been
projected based on routing.
2.1 Prophet
PROPHET, Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and
Transitivity, is an evolution of Epidemic Routing that introduced the concept of delivery
predictability [5].The basic assumption in the PROPHET is that mobility of nodes is not
entirely in random manner, but it has a number of deterministic properties e.g.
repeating behavior. It means in PROPHET it might be possible that node has visited a
location several time. Due to this possibility, this pattern will be repeated in the future. In
PROPHET every node uses probabilistic metric called delivery predictability to transfer
messages to a reliable node. The higher delivery predictability for a node indicates that it
is more reliable than other nodes to forward message to destination. The basic difference
of Prophet than Epidemic Routing is its forwarding strategy. When two nodes meet,
Prophet allows transfer of a message to the other node only if the delivery predictability
of the destination of the message is higher at the other node.
2.2 Spray and Wait
In Spray and wait [6], the speed of Epidemic Routing controlled by controlling the
number of packet copies in spray phase and utilizing direct transmission in wait phase
with the simplicity and reliability of direct transmission. The Spray and Wait process
consists of two phases, namely, the spray phase and other, the wait phase. In the spray
phase, a node generates L copies of the packets which spread it to relay nodes. At any
instant, when a node encounters the other node within transmission range, the node
checks L copies. If L has the value higher than 1, then the node sprays half (i.e. L / 2)
copies of the packets to its neighbor and update L. These will continue till only single
copy left. A wait phase starts when there is only single copy left. The direct transmission
is used to send this single copy to the destination directly. Each N node carries a message
copy to perform direct message transmission until delivered the message to the
destination successfully.

3. System Model
Human mobility has a significant influence on the performance of networked systems
that involve daily human activities. Therefore, studying and finding fundamental
characteristics of human mobility and developing realistic human mobility models are
essential for optimum construction of these systems.
Work based on various real world traces and accomplished that the movement of real
people from various outdoor settings follows a Levy Walk [7]. People move within a
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predefined (also confined) area for routine activities. These tendencies are not confined in
common mobility models such as random way point (RWP). A performance study of
routing protocolsTLW mobility model brings out in this article. The mobile users having
distinctiveness human walk in this model. Human walk characteristics followed by flight
length, pause time and inter-contact time. These characteristics illustrate in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Waypoints For Levy Walk Mobility Model
a)

Flight length probability for Levy walk model is

 (l ) l

 (1 )

;0<α≤2

Here lmax known as the maximum flight length
b) Pause time Probability for Levy walk model is
 (t ) t  (1  ) ; 0 < β≤ 2
c) A uniform distribution of tuning angles within [0, 360]
d) Velocity increases as flight lengths increase.

4. Design of Human-Mobility-Based Spray and Wait Routing
Algorithm
Usual Spray and Wait routing, in spray phase, for every message originating from a
source node, L copies of packets are initially spread which receives possibly a copy by
other nodes to L distinct “relays”. In an optimal Spray and Wait scheme namely, Binary
Spray and Wait (BSW), is proposed in [6] to get faster the spray phase which improve the
routing performance. As when any node has packets L more than 1 copies, half of the
copies hands over to its encountered node until L=1. On other side, if the relay is a very
inactive node, which might have by no means in contacted with other neighbor nodes,
handing over half the copies to such a node. This means that half copies will not be
transmitted to the destination which results probability for half of the relay will be
exhausted. In order to tackle this problem, we establish a novel scheme in the spray phase.
In this scenario, we have calculated a relay weight to the destinations for every node and
exchange different numbers of copies to the nodes based on their delivery probabilities or
relay weight.
Two human walk context metrics have been added to modify the Spray and Wait
Routing protocol called Flight length parameter (Hu) and Pause time parameter (Pu).
4.1

Human Walk Context Prameter

4.1.1 Flight length parameter Hu :
The parameter Hu is calculated at each node based on the decision whether a given
flight length should be considered as a super flight length or not. The determination of
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parameter Hu depends on calculation of flight, which a node takes, it is a super flight
length or not [8].
a)
Super Flight Length : A mobile nodes having set U, follows the flight length
distribution as a truncated power law. For all its subset of nodes u, a value δ exists. Now if
a value of flight length is higher than δ, all nodes of such a subset again pass through that
flight length with higher probability. For any node u,the flight length above δ can be
identified by Sf(u) and characterized by Super flight length. Slen(u) signify the definite
physical distance corresponds to Super flight length.
Slen(u) = α'Sf(u) (1)
Where α' is a constant which depends on environmental conditions and mobility
location. In usual practice, Scount(u) describes in (2) is incremented every time, when flight
length of a node make more than Slen(u) as the characteristics of human walk.
1
H(u) = -------------------------;Scount(u) > 0
1 + e−2 (Scount (u) - 1)
H(u) =

0,

;Scount(u) = 0 (2)

4.1.2 Pause Time Parameter Pu :
The Pause time parameter Pu calculated based on whether a given pause is a super
pause or not. Hence a super pause time will be defined as below.
a)
Super Pause Time : A mobile nodes, having set U, follows the pause time
distribution as a truncated power law. For all its subset of nodes u, a value ξ exists. If the
value of pause time is higher than ξ, we call as super pause Ps(u) of node u. The Pstime(u)
denote actual time relates to super pause time. Then,
Pstime(u) = β'Ps(u)

(3)

Where β’ is a constant. Super pause counter Pscount(u) in (4) is changed from 1 to 0 if a
node pauses for more than Pstime(u) time.[8]
P(u) = 0
P(u) = 1

; Pscount(u) > 0,
; Pscount(u) < 0,

(4)

We have modified the Spray and Wait protocol by calculation of relay weight for every
destination node. Based on their delivery probabilities, exchange different numbers of
copies to the nodes.

5. Proposed HMSaW Algorithm
The HMSaW algorithm is proposed and implemented in Delay Tolerant Network to
accomplish high delivery ratio with lower delivery delay. Proposed HMSaW algorithm
divided in to two phases namely spray phase and wait phase.
5.1 Spray Phase
a) Message is originated from source node and initially fixed (L) numbers of copies
are generated.
b) At the beginning of data collection round, each node finds all its neighbors within
defined transmission range. Then each node broadcast NBRdis (Neighbor Discovery)
message periodically having its own ID.
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c) After a predefined time, each node receives NBRdismessage from its neighbors.
Based on NBRdismessage, each node now calculate the change degree of
connectivity by Cdcu by
|Nut-1 U Nut| - |Nut-1 ∩ Nut |
Cdc(u) = _________________________________________
|Nut-1 U Nut |
where Nut is the number of neighbor nodes u arrive within transmission range at time t
and Nut−1 is the number of neighbor nodes arrive within range at time t – 1.The Cdcu
constraint relates with the number of nodes that have transitioned from in-reach to
out-reach status or vice versa in the time interval [t − 1, t].
d) Each node, calculates the battery parameter Batu . If battery parameter has value 1
which means full battery and value 0 means an empty battery.
e) Each node finds Huas per (2).
f) Each node finds Puas per (4).
Message M is originated at Source Node A,
L no. of copies are initially generated

Node A encounter with Node B

Node A directly
deliver message
to Node B

YES

Is Node B is
destination?

NO
Calculate Relay Weight for both Nodes

If Relay Weight
for destination
Node B is higher
than Node A?

NO

YES
Spray L=L/2
Copies to
Node B

YES
Is L >1?

N0
Wait phase start: Store single copy of
Message to Node A

Figure 2. Flowchart of Proposed Hmsaw
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g)

All nodes calculate the Relay Weight parameter Wu.
Wu= W1Cdcu+W2Batu+W3Hu+W4Pu

Where W1, W2, W3 and W4 are randomly chosen weighting factors which satisfying
Σ4i=1 Wi =1. As the value of weight parameter (Wu) higher means, nodes are more feasible
and will be a relay node.
h)

Data Transmission:

Each message having its unique message ID. Message will be transferred to preferred
relay node with highest weight value and nodes are available within transmission range
else stored message in its buffer.
i)

Data Reception

When a relay node receives data, process and updates its routing table in case of
routing message. But if it is data message, acknowledge (ACK) sent, stored in its buffer
and utilize the message. Messages are deleted only after receiving ACK by some relay
node or buffer becomes full.
5.2 Wait Phase
The wait phase of HMSaW process is analogous to wait phase of Spray and Wait
routing protocol. When only single copy left, a wait phase start and direct transmission
routing is used to forward single copy from relay node to the destination directly.

6. Simulation and Analysis
6.1 Simulation Parameter
The performance and evaluation of the novel routing by making variation in the Spray
and Wait routing using MATLAB simulator. The main simulation environment
parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Network Parameter
Protocol

ALL

Prophet

SaW,
HMSaW
HMSaW

Parameter
Simulation Area
Simulation Time
Mobility Model
Buffer Size[bytes]
Node
Transmission
Range
Updating factor ,α
Transivity constant
,β
Aging constant ,γ
Initial number of
copies
Weight Parameter
(W1,W2,W3,W4)

Value
1000m X 1000 m
60 minutes
TLW
100,300,450,600,750 ,900
50
50
0.75
0.25
0.98
10
[0.4,0.2,0.2,0.2]

6.2 Metrics used to Measure the Performance
There are three metrics are used to measure the performance of the different protocols:
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Delivery Ratio: The delivery ratio is the ratio of total number of messages
delivered to their destination to total number of created messages at source node.
Total Delivered Message
Delivery Ratio = _______________________________
Total Generated Message
 Overhead Ratio: The overhead ratio reflects how many redundant packets are
relayed to deliver one packet. It simply reflects transmission cost in a network.
Total Relayed Message - Total Delivered Message
Overhead = ______________________________________________________________
Total Generated Message
 Average delay: The average delay is the time between messages is created and the
messages are received at a destination.
6.3 Simulation Results
6.3.1 Impact of Varying Buffer Size
Evaluate the performance of the novel routing compare with existing routing protocols,
like Spray and Wait and Prophet routing. The performance can be compared with various
parameters i.e. the delivery ratio, average delay and communication overhead under
different buffer sizes. Simulation results for above parameters are shown in Figure 2,
Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Impact of Varying Buffer Size on Delivery Ratio
As buffer size increases, more number of messages to be received towards destination
as shown in Figure 2. It means larger queue size means more messages can be buffered,
and risk of throwing away a message decreases. Among these routing protocols HMSaW
outperforms in terms of delivery ratio when compared to Spray & Wait and PROPHET
routing protocols
Also by increases buffer size, the average delay experienced by Spray and Wait and
HMSaW will be low compared to PROPHET routing protocols shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Impact of Varying Buffer Size on Average Delay
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Figure 4. Impact of Varying Buffer Size on Overhead
As shown in Figure 4, the lowest transmission cost for delivering a packet in terms of
network overhead is achieved by Spray and Wait and HMSaW. This is because there is a
bounded on the total number of relay copies of a message called L copy. The overhead for
PROPHET increases with increase in buffer size because more packets can be stored in
the buffer and dropping of packets is reduced. Therefore, more packets are relayed
through the network.
6.3.2 Impact of Varying Number of Nodes (N)
Increasing the number of network nodes, while fix the buffer size, improves the
connectivity of the network nodes and allows for more packets to be delivered, means
while increasing nodes, the delivery ratio also increases as shown in Figure 5. Along with
these routing protocols,larger network size illustrates better performance for all protocols.
In this scenario performance of HMSaW is better than PROPHET and SaW.
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Figure 5. Impact Of Varying Number Of Nodes On Delivery Ratio
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Figure 6. Impact Of Varying Number Of Nodes On Average Delay
It is observed from Figure 6 that average delay for all these routing protocol is
constantly deceases with increasing network nodes from 20 to 50.The reason for that
network nodes increases means opportunity to encounter between two node is also
increases. The basis for that is the opportunity to encounter between any two nodes is
increasing as the networks vary from sparse to dense. And also, because of using the
“store-carry-forward” paradigm, it needs more relay nodes to store, more transmission
and less time utilize to send packets to the destination as the number of the hops to the
destination node increase. The Figure 6 represents that number of node size increases
results in relay hops increases, and in conclusion average delay decreases. The average
delay is constantly decreases, and the Spray and Wait routing protocol has the lowest
network average delay.
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Figure 7. Impact of Varying Number of Nodes on Overhead
As shown in Figure 7, the lowest transmission cost for delivering a packet in terms of
network overhead is achieved by Spray and Wait and HMSaW. This is because there is a
bound on the total number of relay copies of a message called L copy. The overhead for
PROPHET increases with increased number of network.
6.3.3 Impact of Varying Transmission Range
As the transmission range increases from 20 to 50 meter, more number of messages to
be received towards destination as shown in Figure 8. It means increasing transmission
range delivery ratio also increases. Among these routing protocols HMSaW outperforms
in terms of delivery ratio when compared to Spray and Wait and PROPHET routing
protocols.
Also by increases transmission range, the Figure 9 represents that, HMSaW with
marginal reduction in average delay compared to existing PROPHET and Spray and Wait
Routing protocol.
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Figure 8. Impact of Varying Transmission Range on Delivery Ratio
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Figure 9. Impact of Varying Transmission Range on Average Delay
As shown in Figure 10, the lowest transmission cost for delivering a packet in terms of
network overhead is achieved by Spray and Wait and HMSaW. The overhead for
PROPHET increases with increases transmission range.
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Figure 10. Impact of Varying Transmission Range on Overhead

7. Conclusion
This paper desribed an opportunistic novel routing algorithm. This routing protocol
makes use of truncated power law distribution of pause time and flight length for human
mobility. This performance of the novel algorithm’s reflects super flight length and super
pause time. HMSaW described to deliver the predefine number of copies to the
destination during the spray phase based on delivery probability. In its wait phase,the
remaining last single copy directly delivered to the destination. Proposed evaluation of
HMSaW routing protocol based on MATLAB simulator in different scenarios. Simulation
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experiments show, proposed HMSaW outperforms the other routings in terms of the
delivery ratio as compare with PROPHET and Spray & Wait.
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